Las Vegas Lucky in Love

Vegas Style Viv wants a promotion. A
wedding planner reared to be independent
by her showgirl mother, she knows men are
just for sex. J.R. Haddery is the client she
has to please but yet she cant resist him.
Thankfully hes not the groom! J.R. wants
the wedding to be perfect. He owes his
aunt and uncle so much and his cousins
wedding is his way to pay them back. But
Viv seems convinced the bride doesnt
really want it. And Viv wants nothing more
than sex from him. J.R. always gets his
way and he wants a wedding - and Viv
forever. He might just have to take some
unorthodox steps this time.
One Hot
Experiment Revenge sex is a dish best
served red hot. In college, Tim screwed up
Maddies life. When he shows up at her
work to put in a security system after a
series of break-ins, she decides to even the
score. Using pheromone perfume, she
seduces the sexy, brooding man with every
intention of dumping him. She never
expected hed be amazing in bed or that
shed actually fall for him. When Tim
learns shes up to something with the
perfume, he takes their sex to a whole new
level. Maddie insatiably rises to the
challenge and pushes back. If they can just
survive the break-ins, theyll have to
choose. Come clean about the sex games or
possibly lose their perfect match.
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